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INTRODUCnON
The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) developed at Colorado State
University is being widely applied in regulatory, operationalforecastingand emergencyresponse
programs (Pielke et al., 1992).Its two-way nesting capability facilitates use of the model over
relatively small regions employing a very fine innermostgrid while at the sametime treating the
influences of inhomogeneous and time variable synoptic fields within which the mesoscale
perturbations develop. RAMShas beenapplied using horizontal meshsizes(l1x)from as large as
100km to only 1 meter. The model predicts the basic state variables (U,V,W wind components,
pressure,temperatureand mixing ratio) as well as a wide variety of derived products,including
planetary boundary layer (PBL)depth. RAMS also drives an advanced dispersion code called
, HYPACT ~brid~article
~nd ConcentrationIransport). HYPACT dispersesemissions from a
variety of sourcetypes using both Lagrangianparticle and Eulerian methodologies(Lyons et al.,
i 1993).Two recent RAMS applicationswill be summarized.
~ THE LAKE MICHIGAN

OZONE STUDY

In spite of stringent emissioncontrols,numerousexceedances
of the U.S.ozoneair quality
standard have continued in the Lake Michigan region, especiallyduring the very hot summersof
1987and 1988.Analysesrevealedthat exceedances
of the 120PPBhourly standardwere 400%more
likely at monitors located within 20 km of the lake shore. While the role of Lake Michigan in
exacerbatingregional air quality problems has beeninvestigated for almost20 years (Lyons and
Cole, 1976)the relative impacts of various phenomenaupon regional photochemicalair quality
have yet to be quantified. In order to design a defensibleregional emissioncontrol policy, LMOS
sponsoredthe developmentof a comprehensiveregional photochemicalmodeling system(Koerber
et al., 1991).This systemis comprised of an emissionmodel, an advancedregional photochemical
model,and a prognostic meteorologicalmodel.
The prognostic meteorological model component for LMOS is called CAL8RAMS, the
.c.hicago~nd 1ake Michigan configuration of RAMS. (Pielke et al. 1992).CAL8RAMS is a non-
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Figure 1. (upper left) CALeRAM5-predicted Figure2. (upper right) CALeRAM5-predicted
sealevelpressurefield, 0000UTC 17July 1991, surface layer temperatures,2°P isotherms,at
2 mb isobars. This is the domain for the 0000UTC 17July 1991.
outermostgrid which useda 32 kIn ~x.
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Figure 3. Tool for evaluating the CAL-RAMS
32 km grid output by plotting the predicted
minus observed differences at hourly surface
weatherreporting stations.
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Figure 4. Statistical summaries of model
performance evaluated at routine hourly
aviation weather reporting stations in the
easternUnited States.

hydrostatic, 3-D, primitive equationcodeusing multiple two-way nestedgrids. It allows a variety
of options for treatments of surfaceenergy budgets, radiation, cloud processesand initialization
scenarios.CAL-RAMS simulated meteorologicalregimesduring four major 1991LMOSepisodes.
RAMSwas configured for multi-day simulations (ten or more)of the synoptic-scalepatternsover
the entire U.S.Three nestedgrids were used, with meshsizes (t..x)of 80 km, 16km and 4 km, the
finest being centered over Lake Michigan and its surrounding shoreareas.In order to limit error
growth, four-dimensionaldata assimilation(4DDA)using routine National WeatherServicesurface
and upper air observationswas applied at twelve hour intervals. Model output files servedas input
for two regional photochemicalgrid models,the RegionalOxidant Model (ROM)developedby the
U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgencyand an advancedversion of the SAI Urban Airshed Model
(UAM-V). All simulations wereconductedon an IBM RS/6000-550
workstation.
The ROM model domain was enlargedto cover essentiallyall of the easternUnited States.
Its purposewas to provide boundaryconditions of ozoneand its precursorsfor the smallerdomain
of the UAM-V. In its large domain configuration, RAMS resembled a standard hemispheric
prognostic model suchas those run at NMC or ECMWF.The large scaleruns were evaluated in
part by comparing charts of such fields as surface pressure, wind vectors, temperature and
dewpoint to synoptic scaleanalyses.Samplesof such output are shown in Figures 1 and 2. More
quantitative measuresincluded comparisonof surfacelayer values of model-generatedwind speed
and direction, temperature,dewpoint and pressurereducedto meansealevelto reports from 900+
operationalweatherreporting stations.Differencefields wereplotted at six hourly intervals (Figure
3). Tables of summary statistics were also prepared, an example being shown in Figure 4. The
simple device of plotting a histogramof predicted-observeddifferencesproved useful in detecting
model performanceproblems. For instance,if soil moisture were specifiedtoo high, this would be
reflectedby too cool daytime PBL temperatures,and the mode would shift from:1:O°
to -20or -3°C.
The major emphasis on model evaluation was within the 16 km and 4 km domains
surrounding Lake Michigan. Within this region, the LMOS project established several dozen
additional surfacereporting stations.Thus we havethe opportunity of comparingthe model output
to a suite of independentsurfaceweatherreports not previouslyassimilatedinto the model. A wide
variety of statistical and graphical measuresof operational model performancewere developed
using the techniquesproposed by Tesche(1991).Domain-wide statistics for surface vector wind
speed,wind direction and temperatureare shownplotted overa 48 hour period in Figure5. Similar
measureswere applied in sub-regionsand for individual stations. Additional measurementsaloft
included special rawinsondes,a Doppler sodar, 915 Mhz boundary layer wind profilers and as
many as six aircraft on intensive measurementdays. Techniqueswere developedwhich allowed a
numerical "aircraft" to fly through the model output mimicking the flight path of an actualplane.
Figure 6 shows sucha comparisonof modeland airborne observations,in this caseof temperature.
The lake breezesof 26 Juneand 16 July 1991,associatedwith some of the highestozone
values recordedduring LMOS,were found to be extremely shallow -on the order of 200m. Their
fronts pushed inland no more than a few kilometers along the Wisconsin-Illinois border (though
much further in northernWisconsin). CAL-RAMS was found to simulate these key flow field
characteristics.On theseintensive days, hourly plots of observationsand model output were made
(Figure 7). Outputs included surface wind streamlines,wind vectors, temperature, dewpoint,
maximum upward model and subsidencein the PBL,mixing depth, surfacelayer Pasquill-Gifford
stability class,etc. Figure7 showsa typical plot of the CAL-RAMS observedand predictedsurface
layer winds. Suchqualitative displays are helpful in assessinghow well the model replicated key
morphological features suchas inland lake breezepenetration.The Doppler sodar at Zion, on the
Wisconsin-Illinois shoreline betweenChicagoand Milwaukee, was ideally located to monitor the
characteristicsof the west shorelake breeze.Figure 8 showsthe time seriesof lower PBLwinds at
Zion during the 16 July 1991 episode. The lake breeze wind shift to onshore (easterly)wind
componentslasted only 6.5 hours, with the inflow layer extending only 200-225metersabovethe
surface.The CAL-RAMS output was also examined in various east-westvertical planes,suchas
that passingthrough the Doppler sodarsite. Figure 9 showsthe UW streamlinesat 1400UTC in the
plane passingover the sodar revealing an inflow depth on the order of 230meters. The observed
and predicted lake breeze inflow depth is shown in Figure 10, along with the observed and
modeled inland penetration of the lake breeze front in this plane (Figure 11). The additional
rawinsondelaunchesfrom a half dozensitesalso permitted assessingthe model's ability to predict
mixing depths (Figure 12). On this day the model appearedto slightly underpredict some of the
higher values.Thesewere largely from a single station that had a mixing depth uncharacteristically
higher than other sites. Table 1 provides a summary of key observations and RAMS model
predictions for the 16 July 1991lake breeze.Suchparametersas the presenceof a lake breezeat
Chicago,or its onsetand breakdown times, inflow depth and penetrationat the Zion site are noted.

Figure 5. Domain-averagedobserved versus
model-predicted values of vector mean wind
speed,wind direction and temperature (all in
the surface layer) for 16 -17 July 1991.The
observationswere acquired by special LMOS
monitors not previously assimilated into the
CAL.RAMS run. The domain is the 4 kin grid.
Preparedby T. Tesche(Alpine Geophysics).
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Figure 6. Evaluation of the CAL.RAMS model using data from instrumentedaircraft. This shows
the flight of one of the LMOS aircraft pn an intenmvemeasurementday (17 July) with the modelpredictedand observedtemperatureversustime. Preparedby T. Tesche(Alpine Geophysics).
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Figure 7. Plotted observedsurfacewinds (upper left) at 1900UTC 16 July 1991showing the area
coverageof the 16km and 4 km grids (dashedline). CAL-RAMS output for the 4 km grid includes
the surface layer wind streamlines,temperature (l°C isopleths), maximum PBL upward vertical
motion (5 cm/ sec isopleths)and the computedmixing depths (200m isopleths).
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Figure 9. CAL-RAMS simulation of the UW
streamlinesin an east-westplane through the
Zion sodar site at 1400LT showing a 225 m
deeplake breezeinflow at Zion.
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Figure 10. Measured versus predicted lake
breeze inflow depth at the Zion shorelinesite
on 16July 1991.

MIXING

DEPTHS (16 JULY 1991)

Figure 12. Measuredversus predicted mixed
layer depths in the LMOS domain during the
day on 16 July 1991.The model performed
well, except for an apparent underprediction
of several of the highest values. These,
however, are from a site demonstrating an
uncharacteristically high mixed layer depth
comparedto othersitesin the region.
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Table 1. Summaryof ObservedCharacteristicsfor the Lake Breezeof 16July 1991Comparedto the
RAMS Simulations from the Production Run and a Sensitivity Test Run in which the Water
Temperaturewas Uniformly Decreasedby 5°C
FEATURE

OBSERVED

LAKE BREEZEAT CHICAGO
ZION ONSETTIME (Z)
DEPTH INFLOW DEPTH (M)
ZION BREAKDOWN (Z)
ZION 10 M MAX SPEED(MIS)
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OFffiHORE PENETRATION (KM)
MAX VERTICAL MOTION (CM/S)
MAX SUBSIDENCE(CM/S)
MAX INLAND TEMP (OC)
MIN LAKE TEMP rC)
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Figure 13. Application of RAMS/HYPACT to simulating flow in a 3Ox30kIn mountain-valley
region of northern Spain(upper right). The RAMS-predictedsurfacelayer streamlinesduring early
afternoon show an up valley wind componentin the Guardo River valley. A visualization shows
the predicted surfacelayer winds, the vertical motion field (on the backplain)and the dispersing
plume from the tall stack.The surfacelayer concentrationpatternis alsoshown.(Original in color).
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In addition, a seriesof model sensitivity testswere conductedto assessthe impact of uncertainties
in model input. As an example,if the lake water temperatureswere everywhere5°C colder than
used in the production run, it is found that there is virtually no effect upon the resulting lake
breeze.Additional evaluationsof model performancefor the 16July 1991casecomparedHYPACf
simulations to airborne measurementsof a SF6tracerplume releasedfrom a shorelinesourceinto
the lake breezefront (Eastmanet al., 1993).,Itwas determined that a 4 km ~ grid on the western
shorelinesimulated the main features of the plume dispersion with considerablefidelity. A finer
meshsizewould have beendesired if someof the details of the local flows neededto be included.

SOMEornER APPLICAnONS
RAMS/HYPACT are being utilized in a prototype operational sea breeze forecasting
system for emergencyresponseat the Kennedy SpaceCenter (Lyons et al., 1993).A dedicated
workstation producestwice daily 24-hourforecastsof winds using a 3 kin ~x in the vicinity of KSC.
With a 3-D mesoscaleforecast always available, in the event of an accidental release of air
pollutants, the available observationswill beassimilatedusing an objectivecombinationtechnique
producing an optimized wind field. Dispersionscenariosinclude evaporationfrom "cold spills" of
toxic chemicalsto SpaceShuttle or missile launchexplosions.
Model evaluation remains an ongoing issue.While displaying many obvious strengths,
they undoubtedly also have someweaknesses.
Efforts suchasthe LMOS programhave shownthe
model to be reasonablyrobust in simulating seabreeze-typemesoscaleregimes.Applications in
complexterrain are alsoneeded.One suchis the Guardo-90campaign,a meteorologicalmonitoring
and SF6tracer program conducted9-30November 1990in the vicinity of the Guardo PowerPlant.
The 350 Mw coal burning plant with a 185m stackis located at the mouth of the Carrion River
valley in mountainous northern Spain(Lyonsand Ibarra,1993). A number of the 14tracerreleases
are being simulated with RAMS/HYPACT. In this case,five nestsare employed which encompass
all of the Iberian region at 32 km ~x down to a 500 m ~x in the vicinity of the tracer release.
Examplesof the RAMS-generatedsurfacewind fields and tracerconcentrations from a stack-level
releaseare shown in Figure 13. In this casethe elevatedplume does not becomeentrained within
the up valley flow which had developed during the afternoon but rather advected around the
higher terrain in the more west-northwesterly gradient flow aloft. Detailed evaluations of the
meteorologicaland dispersionmodelperformancearebeing conducted.
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